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 The story has a amazing hero and reminds visitors of all age groups that respect for the age and experience
of others can bring unexpected rewards. This children’ but in the winter, they must confront Ming, the
Siamese cat guardian, or move hungry.s story will also entertain adults and is sure to become a favourite.
Each verse is accompanied by a humorous illustration.In the summer, the life of the mice living beneath the
trailer house is a picnic;
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  I adored that the setting was in a trailer and the mouse lived along with his aunts, uncles, and
cousins--because many people can relate to this. Great illustrations, too! Hoop? The illustrations were high
quality and so lovely!Vicky has tapped into her very own world for the details that bring this tale alive, and
her composing and illustrating skills bring about an easy-to-read poem tale with richly comprehensive
pictures to accompany it. Amazing tale and such great illustrations! I'm also impressed with Grandmama
Mouse's hat abilities - question where that idea originated from?Looking for a new tale pertaining to the kids
in your life? Take a look one out - it's a great examine and sure to be always a favorite. The usage of
textures and gradients makes the images radiant, and the hoop - let's just say Vicky's LED hoop couldn't
glow any brighter. I don't normally read children's books but this is highly recommended by a friend. But I
just love it. Yes, you examine that right.. It's a great gift idea for kids (adults, this can be your excuse to buy
it for yourself!). Fun rhyme scheme. Sometimes we can get caught up in so many "deep" and critical book
topics that people your investment simple joys of being a kid.This story is sure to inspire the underdog (or
mouse) in us all! My daughter adored this! My daughter cherished this book! Any publication with animals
is often a winner inside our home.Hoop and cat and mouse - oh my! The hula hooping grandmama mouse
was adorable, and makes this reserve a great gift for grandparents to provide to their grandchildren. That one
is worth buying the paperback and I cannot wait for another story. That is an inventive and well-written
children's story, the poetic tale of poetic justice meted out to a heartless cat by a brave little mouse and her
hoop. Will definitely recommend to others. love the simplicity I thought I reviewed this book already. And
there was so much imagination with a confident message. I was amazed by how much I liked it! My child
enjoyed this reserve and we got a hoopla hoop to roll play with this reserve. Such a cute pretty book. Five
Stars Cute A Wonderful Tale for Small and Old! This is a beautifully-illustrated tale for all ages that
highlights the significance of family, the wisdom of Grandparents, and the power of prayer. This publication
took me back :) It really is great, I enjoyed it.
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